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A Proposal for Optimal Shape Design of Structures Using Brittle

Material (Static Loaded, Two‑Dimensional Body)
脆性材料を用いた構造物の最適化形状設計手法の提案(二次元静的構造物の場合)
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1. lntroduction

uStructura1 0ptimizationn has regained the attention of

麟･魚

本

健

人

2. Characteristics of The Proposa一

a. F一ow ot Optimization Program

researchers since late 1960's due to the emergence of

Theflow of this proposal is glVenfirst in Fig･ 1･ The initial

high‑speed computers and achieves successfully in the

configuration of a design structure can be input by means of

practical design･ Nevertheless, up to date, the researches

a pre‑processor･ Next, a structural analysis within elastic

working on optlmal shape design of structures are still

limit is carried out by FEM (finite element method)･ As a

dif丘cult to be generalized for all kinds of material ･With the

assumption of Yon Mises material, which is the one of equal
compressive and tensile load response, many of past

proposals have been verified to be substantially beneficial
for the practical design･

On the other hand, for concrete‑like or FRP‑like mate‑
dal, their responses for compressive and tensile load are

Process oE

Op ti tTIizatiom
obseⅣed to be extremely unequlValent･ Such effect of load

response was seldom considered in the past studies･ Hence,

̲〜

in this study, the utilization of concrete‑like material is

considered by the authors in the development of a simple
and generalized optlmal shape method which can be valid

for various kind of isotroplC material within elastic limit･

And for simplifying the problem under discussion, the
material considred here is assumed to be isotroplC,
homogeneous and the structure is assumed to be two‑

dimensional.
In the fomowlng COnteXt, Section 2, 3 and 4 Win be glVen
for explainmg the details of the program, the availability of

this proposal and the conclusion of the present study
respectively ･
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* * 5th dept･ Institute of Industrial Science, Univ･ of Tokyo Fig･ 1 Flow of Optimization with Incremental Growth Analysis
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result, the scatter of the stress within the structure will be

dominant strength parameter Fd. The states of stress within

acquired･ Then, the process of the optimization will be

elastic limit with same strain denslty energy Can be formed

executed in accordance with the execution order shown in

into contours similar to elastic limit envelope, as illustrated

丘g･1 until the optimizing criteria is satis丘ed.

inFig･ 2･ And the value of EQS for any inner envelope

YI

would be bewteen 0 and 1.

b. Equivalent Stress (EQS)
For any evaluation point , it is essential to represent the
information on that point in a measurable parameter･ In this

As obseⅣed in many previous researches on failure of

study , 1n Order to represent the stress tensor on a polnt , a

concrete‑like material, it is indicated that there exists

parameter called "equivalent stress (EQS)" is introduced

unequal response of compressive and tensile load.In order

for representlng the inner stress distribution on nodal polntS

to consider this effect of different load response, an idea

of the design structure･ According to the descriptlOn in ref･
1), equivalent stress in biaxial state of stress can be de丘ned

which modi丘ed EQS by introducing proper weigh factor

into eq･(1) is suggested. This idea is originated from the

as a conceptual length of princlpal stress vector or distance

concept that any stress polnt On the failure envelope of Yon

between the orlgln and the stress point in the stress space･

Mi§es material can be napped into the failure envelope of

The formulation of equlValent stress can be expressed as

concrete‑like material with the introduction of proper

follows :

weight factor･ As for this suggestion, 1t is schematized in

く

√

C. Effect of Load Response

.

Fig･ 3･ It is noted that the weight factor (k) shown in the
oeq‑

[(aom)2'(bTd)2]1/2

(1)

table of Fig･ 3 is assumed to be linear.1)

where a, b: constants to adjust the size of the envelope; om
and Td are defined as follows

om

‑

‑eanstress

‑竿(ol

I

02)

･d ‑ deviatoric stress ‑竿(01 ‑ 02)

(2)

(3)

For expressing EQS, the distance from origin to elastic
limit envelope will be normalized into unity by dividing
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Fig･ 3 Inclusion of Effect of Load Response into EQS

d. Optimization Technique
For optlmlZlng the shape of structures in the case of static
elastic bodies, a method uslng a COnStitutive equation of
Fig･ 2

Schematization of von Mises criterion in oll02 PrlnCipal

StreSS Space

growth by introducing the idea of incremental bulk strain

proposed in ref. 2) was utilized. The detailed description of
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analytical example is glVen here to examine its effectiveness.

this method is brie且y glVen in the followlng:

First , We assume the following relationship (incremental

in the case of cantHever beam

constitutive equation) exists:

As shown in Fig. 4 , due to different constitutive
equations of material , the optlmized shapes of the

(Ao(Ⅹ)) ‑ 【D](AE(Ⅹ)) ‑ lD](AeB(Ⅹ))
‑ 【D】【B(Ⅹ)】(Au) ‑ 【D】(A㌔(Ⅹ))

(4)

cantilever beam show obvious variation one another. With
the growlng difference on the ratio of strength, the free end

and the incremental bulk strain A㌔(Ⅹ) in eq. (4) can be

of the cantilever beam distorts from the fixed end more

de丘ned as

apparently while the symmetrical shape in the case of

Fc:Ft‑1:1. 1t illustrates the function of this proposal with

Ae BB. ‑Af(0.bj I 0bas)akl

(5)

the consideration of unequal material strength. As for
evaluating its reliability, the convergence of objective

an intutive assumption on incremental growth function (0.bj
‑ obas) can be shown as

function eq.(14)from Fig. 5 verified the effectiveness of
minimzlng the di∬erence of inner stress scatter within the

structure. For an optimized structure with less stress

Af(oobi I qbas) ‑ qbj

q'as Ah

(6)

αbas

concentration, the deduction of strain energy is taken for

■

as we know, the pnnciple of virtual work can be expressed
aS

Iv

a(AE(X))T(Ao(Ⅹ))

dv

‑

0

(7)

if substituting eq･ (4), (5) and (6) into eq. (7) , then the
element govemlng equation for incremental growth can be

derived as

lK] (Au) ‑ 〈Ag)

(8)

where K, Au means stiffness matnx, nodal transformational
vectors respectively.

the equlValent nodal force vector generated by bulk strain is

Fig･ 4

Comparison of Optimized Shape with respect to various

strength ratio

expressed as

(Ag) ‑ IDlB(X)]TlD] (AeB(X)) dE2

(9)

Then, the global governmg equation is glVen by superim‑
poslng every element‑governlng equation. Thus, the nodal
transformational vectors can be attained by solving the
global gover山ng equation superimposed by eq･(8)･ As a

result, the new shape of the structure is obtained by the
addition of generated nodal transformational vectors and

the old coordinates of nodes.

3. Example of Analysts
To illustrate the availability of this method , one
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Comparison of Optimized Area due to different strength

ratio
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(1) The distribution of inner stress within structures can be
effectively reduced to be more uniform; the strain energy

within structures is also effectively deduced.

(2) Compared to previous optimal shape design techniques ,
the application of the proposal can be extended to more

types of material due to integrating the effect of load

response into EQS.
(3) As shown in Fig. 5 & Fig. 6 , the value of objective

function for larger ratio of strength makes no obvious
difference･ The reason may resort to the simplified weight
0
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tzter)

factor on the calculation of EQS.Thus, a more sophisticated
Fig. 7

Mi山mization of Maximum EQS

weight factor for considering the uneven effect of load
response must be investigated to describe the failure

granted and the verification of that is glVen in Fig･ 6 with the

envelope precisely.

deduction b￡tween 25% and 30%. For different ratio of

(Manuscript received, December 9, 1994)

material strength, the maximum equivalent stress(EQS) are
ReferenceS

all effectively minimized by this proposal shown in Fig. 7.

And Fig･ 8 shows the variation of areas of the structures,
which indicates the optlmized area increases with the

increase of strength ratio.
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4. ConchSions
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